ALL 10 CHARACTERS (6 REQUIRED, 4 OPTIONAL) MAY BE PLAYED BY EITHER GENDER.

Brief bio

Suggested
attire

Electron is a medical doctor by day and superhero by night. This
healer can draw upon electrical energy to fight foes. Electron is
one of the preeminent superheroes in the Justice Confederation.
Some say Electron’s the unspoken leader.

Any superhero
costume with
lightning bolts
affixed to it.

This cold hearted hero is rumored to be in the superhero realm for
purely selfish reasons - attention. There have been recent reports
of Shiver not rescuing victims around the city. Shiver is reported to
be out doing self-centered things such as playing video games,
eating at fine dining establishments, and other frivolous activities.
However, when Shiver does come to help damsels in distress,
Shiver’s rescue rate is 100%.

Light blue or white
clothing with a
matching cape. A
crown and staff as
optional props.

Stingmata’s toxic personality can be rather annoying at times. This
hero is bursting with energy and sometimes loses control.
However, Stingmata is usually the first on the scene of a crime and
protects and serves with the utmost integrity.

An insect costume
(any) with a
matching cape.

Blue Blaze has a fiery personality. An attorney by day, this hero’s
outspoken and can be quite callous. Blue is one of the most
powerful heroes in the Justice Confederation and sometimes walks
a fine line between both sides of the law.

Any superhero
costume with
flames affixed to it.

Nerdon is the quintessential nerd with incredible powers. This
geek draws upon all things nerdy to battle enemies. Watch out for
Nerdon’s flying protractorangs, robotic monkeys, and a villainstopping ergonomic sword.

Nerdy clothing
with a matching
cape. A fake
sword as an
optional prop.

Red Wonder is a famous rap artist by day and super rapper by
night! Red’s lyrics of iron counteract most villain attacks. Red’s a
strong force with a microphone in hand.

Any red superhero
costume with a
fake microphone
as an optional
prop.

The Wisher is one of the most caring and accommodating
superheroes in the Justice Confederation. However, watch out for
this superhero’s sneaky side if you are unfortunate enough to be
tricked into making three wishes.

A genie costume
with a matching
cape. A genie’s
lamp as an
optional prop.

This comic is a hoot and was once voted everybody’s favorite hero
in the Justice Confederation. The Jester uses the power of humor
to defeat villains. Criminals don’t know what’s hit ‘em when the
jokes start flying!

A jester costume –
multi-colored
spandex unitard
with a jester hat.

Hero
Electron
Powers of
electricity
REQUIRED

Shiver

Powers of ice
REQUIRED

Stingmata
Powers of poison
REQUIRED

Blue Blaze
Powers of fire
REQUIRED

Nerdon

Powers of all things
nerdy
REQUIRED

Red Wonder
Powers of magical
rap lyrics
REQUIRED

The Wisher
Powers of wishes

Optional

The Jester

Powers of humor

Optional
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Fabulox

Powers of being
fabulous

Optional

Dark Fang

Powers of the dark
side

Optional

Fabulox is one superhero that’s completely fabulous! A flawless
physique, perfect hair, charismatic personality, and trusty handheld mirror are all that Fabulox needs to bring criminals to justice.
The lawbreakers stop in awe at the sight of Fabulox - just in time
for others to take control of the scene.

Any muscled
superhero
costume. An
optional hand held
mirror as a prop.

Dark Fang draws on the dark side for super powers. This makes
some of the other superheroes uneasy, as they can’t trust that this
gothic idol is a member of the Justice Confederation for a good
reason. However, this super vamp’s done nothing to prove
otherwise, so Dark Fang is still considered a trustworthy member!

A vampire
costume with a
vampire cape.

New Hosts: check out our helpful instructional videos at
www.mymysteryparty.com/videos. We walk you through step-by-step on how to
plan and host a mystery.

Send your guests to the awesome guest pre-game site at
http://www.yourmysteryparty.com/MountSuper to get pre-party costume
suggestions, watch the video trailer and more! Sending your guest to the pre-game
site has shown to reduce no-shows and get everyone excited for your party!
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